Abstract. We consider an abelian group A which acts faithfully and coprimely on a solvable group G. We show that some A -orbit on Irr(G) must have cardinality divisible by almost half the primes in ir(A). As a corollary, we improve a recent result of I. M. Isaacs concerning the maximum number of primes dividing any one character degree of a solvable group.
A recent result of I. M. Isaacs [5, Corollary 4.3] relates the maximum number of primes dividing any one irreducible character degree of a solvable group G to the number of primes dividing all the character degrees of G taken together. Here we considerably strengthen the bound in [5, Corollary 4 .3] by proving a result on character orbit sizes in coprime actions.
We consider an abelian group A which acts faithfully and coprimely on a solvable group G. We show that some ,4-orbit on Irr(G) must have cardinality divisible by almost half the primes in tr(A). Our approach roughly parallels that of [6] . This paper and [5] contain new applications of the results and methods of [6, 7, 1, 2] .
I would like to thank I. M. Isaacs for bringing this problem to my attention.
Our notation is largely standard. If a group G acts on a set ß and a e ß, we denote by Orbc(w) the G-orbit of w. If G<H and H also acts on ß, we say that h G H moves OrbG(co) if uh £ OrbG(w). All groups considered in this paper are finite and solvable.
We now state our main results. Theorem 1. Let A act faithfully on G with (\A\, \G\) = 1 and A abelian. Then \ir(A)\ < 2\ir(OrbA(x))\ + 8 for some x G Irr(G). The next proposition shows that the bound in Theorem 1 is close to best possible. Proposition 1. Let m be a positive integer. There exist groups A and G satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem! with \it(A)\ = 2m and it (OrbA(x)) < m for all x G Irr(G).
Proof. For 1 < i < m, choose odd primes p¡ and q¡ subject to the following conditions. Let e¡ and /, denote the order of 2 mod p¡ and q¡ respectively.
(1) min(/>"<7,) > !•>• •'«'-' for i > 1, (2) q, = 2 (modeJle2f2 ■ ■ ■ <?,_,/,",) for i > 1, (3) /, < e, for all i. For each i set n¡ = f¡p¡. Clearly 2f> -1 s 0 mod q¡. Since (2"' -l)/(2¿ -1) = 1 + V< + ■ • • +2('<-1)/<, it follows that (2"' -l)/(2/( -1) = p¡ # 0 mod ?,, By (3) above, 2"--1 = 2fip' -1 e 2f> -1 # 0 mod /?,, Let F, be elementary abelian of order 2"\ Let C, be cyclic of order 2"' -1. Let P¡ be cyclic of order pt and let F, act on C, = GF(2"' -l)x as the subgroup of order p¡ in Gal(GF(2"')/GF(2)). Let H¡ = (P¡C,.)^ be the corresponding subgroup of the affine semilinear group over GF(2"'). Let Q¡ be the Sylow <7rsubgroup of C,. The preceding paragraph implies that [P,.,ÔJ = 1 and Q¡ > 1. Let C; = (9, x ^,-Let Let \p = <|/, X • • • Xt//m be an arbitrary character in Irr(G). As above, we may choose Sie{Pi,Qi) so that 5, fixes \p¡. Then S1X---XSm fixes ^, so 177(0^(1^)) | < m. This completes the proof.
We proceed to prove Theorem 1. We will use the proof of [6, Theorem 3 .3] as a rough guide in the proof of Proposition 3 below. (ii) Each Sylow subgroup of T is cyclic, dihedral, semidihedral or quaternion.
(iii) T has a cyclic subgroup U with \T: U\ < 2 and U < G.
(iv) Each Sylow subgroup of E is cyclic of prime order or extraspecial of prime exponent or exponent 4.
(v) G is nilpotent if and only ifG= T. (vi) T = CG(E) andF(G) = CD(E/Z). (vii) Each Sylow subgroup of E/Z is elementary abelian and is a completely reducible D/F(G)-module.
Proof. This is [7, Corollary 2.4].
Lemma 3. Let G, E, U, and Z be as in Lemma 2. Let V be a faithful F[EU \-module for a finite field F. Let W # 0 be an irreducible U-submodule of V and let e = \E : Z|1/2.
Then dim V = me dim W for an integer m.
Proof. This is [7, Lemma 2.5], Lemma 4. Let E<H with \H:E\= p andp \ \E\. Let Z = Z(E), P G Sylp(H), and let V be a finite-dimensional F[H]-module for a field F. Assume that E/Z is an abelian q-group for a prime q, P £ CH(E), and VE is a faithful, completely reducible and homogeneous module. Then dimCv(P) < (dimF)/2 if p is odd.
Proof. This is part of We may now assume that F is a primitive ylG-module. If F(^4G) ^ G, then some Ap < F(AG), and so Ap<AG, contrary to [Ap,G] * 1. Hence F(^IG) < G, and so F(AG) = F(G). Set F(AG) = F. Now AG can play the role of "G" in Lemma 2.
Let T, U < A G be as in the conclusion of Lemma 2. Suppose T =£ U. Then every 2'-element of AG centralizes 02(T), so AG/CAG(02(T)) is a nonidentity 2-group, contradicting On(AG) = AG. Thus T = U is cyclic. Let Z, D, and E be as in Lemma If m¡> 1, our hypothesis that p <£ 770 implies that q™> > 70. Hence e > 70, a contradiction. Thus m¡ = 1 and p <£ 770 implies that g, > 37. Since q¡ divides \T\ and \T\ divides |IF| -1 and |IF| is a prime power, we must have |IF| > 83. Hence (e + l)2e13/2 > 83(e/2)_1. As above, this implies that e < 20, contrary to qAe and q, > 37.
We conclude that (*) holds for each p g 77. Since Hpevp'2 is less than 1, it follows that there exists v g F such that y is centralized by no />Sylow subgroup of AG for any /? g 77. Then no ^4 fixes any element in Orbc((;). By Glauberman's Lemma, each Ap moves Orbc(t;). 
